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   ENVIRONMENT  
       is IMPORTANT to us! 

... As a strong signal of our commitment 
to sustainable production we turned the walls  

of our buildings into green walls

This saves energy, neutralizes 
carbon dioxide and brings back nature 

to the industrial zone of Lannach.

  The 
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR
GASTRONOMY AND CATERING

E U R OP E ' S  L E A D I N G
POST-MIX SPECIALIST 
NOW WITH EVALUATED
C O2 FOOTPRINT.
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www.grapos.com
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BEVERAGES + TECHNOLOGY + SERVICE
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Our company has been operating since 1963 as a renowned beverage producer 

specializing in gastronomy.

From the start we have concentrated exclusively on the production of post-mix drinks 

and the development of the corresponding technology. GRAPOS, short for Grazer 

Postmixsirup, is a brand that has become an indispensable part of the beverage and 

catering industry in Europe today.

The post-mix syrup business has developed into to a true success story over the decades: 

In 1973 the first production started in a garage on Mitterstrasse in Graz; in 1982 the 

post-mix syrup production was transferred to Triesterstrasse in Graz. Due to the high 

demand, an expansion of the production facility was necessary in 1998 and since then 

Grapos has been the most modern Post-mix syrup production facility across all of  

Europe. Since 1999, the well-known Grapos post-mix syrup has been produced and 

bottled in compliance with the European hygiene standards (HACCP). We can proudly 

describe ourselves as the post-mix pioneers of Europe.

One principle has accompanied us in all those years of change and continuous growth: 

the highest standard is OUR standard. Our proven concept is a harmonious interplay of 

all components, from the initial ingredients to the ready-to-serve beverage in the glass. 

The high quality of the raw materials, their perfect processing, a seamless  

distribution network, and our trend-setting dispensing technology guarantee our  

customers the highest quality from one, single source.

GRAPOS
 GRAZER|POST -MIX|SYRUP
A SUCCESS STORY

President and CeO Of GraPOs 
Kr WOlfGanG ZmuGG

GraPOs Was aWarded 
 the COat Of arms Of austria, 

(österreiChisChes staatsWaPPen) 
the hiGhest state reCOGnitiOn  

fOr COmPanies  
in the COuntry.

yOu Can find Our CertifiCates at

www.grapos.com

UNTERNEHMEN
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We offer everything from ONE single 
source, with the highest quality and 
a strong commitment to sustainability

POST-MIX SYRUP:

The Grapos product range currently includes over 100 different flavors of syrups 

and concentrates. Aside from our classic line of softdrinks and seasonal flavors, our 

assortment also includes specialty syrups for functional drinks, wellness, and organic 

beverages. The production of syrups for 100% pure organic juices as well as organic 

beverages in open dispensary is unique in Europe.  

DISPENSING TECHNOLOGY:

An optimal result starts with perfect planning. That is why we support our  

customers in the design, selection and financing for a tailor-made dispensing system. 

Our offer ranges from classic post-mix systems to extensive computerized systems, 

which are integrated into commodities management and logistics.

SERVICE:

364 days a year, our well trained and dedicated technicians and staff are available to 

swiftly and efficiently meet the needs, requests and concerns of our customers.  

It is in our best interest to guarantee optimal maintenance and ongoing checks of your 

post-mixing systems, as a consistently high quality of Grapos drinks is of  

greatest importance for the success of our brand.

USP
WHAT MAKES  
US UNIQUE
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Highes t  QUALIT Y  
i s  our  STANDARD.

As the most modern syrup producer in Europe, we see it  

as a matter of course to undergo these strict certification  

processes of our quality and hygiene management:  

ISO 9001 and HACCP.

Our dedication to quality means for us and our partners,  

a tireless commitment from each individual employee to  

ensure the highest quality. Through the certification of our 

products by ISO 9001, each process is carefully documented 

and continuously improved.

Compliance with strict hygiene standards is of great  

importance for the production of our high-quality product.  

HACCP - a self-control system in accordance with the  

requirements of the World Health Organization (WHO) - was 

originally developed for NASA and is today the most  

demanding hygiene certification for safely produced food.

Grapos is Europe's first and currently only company  

to offer organic quality in a postmix syrup product, 

with a 90% smaller ecological footprint compared  

to other products.

haCCP hyGiene CertifiCate

sPi © - sustainable PrOCess index 
Certified by the university Of teChnOlOGy, GraZ 

mOre On PaGe 12 and 13

isO Quality CertifiCate

OrGaniC Quality CertifiCate

 PrOduCts On PaGe 23, 25 and 27

EUROPE'S  MOST MODERN 
POST-MIX PRODUCTION
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ANALYSIS FROM THE UNIVERSITY  
OF TECHNOLOGY IN GRAZ: 
”[The GRAPOS] way of dispensing beverages 
presents a significant ecological benefit by ten times 
compared to all competitors. This means GRAPOS  
is close to full sustainability.“

univ. PrOf. dr. narOdOslaWsKy,  
GraZ university Of teChnOlOGy

delicious softdrinks in a glass
WITH A SMALL ECOLOGICAL CO2 FOOTPRINT
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SUSTAINABIL IT Y  
IN A GL ASS.
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time.  

We are personally facing this challenge through our sustainable  

beverage concepts. As an innovative company, we strive for constant

optimization of our products and technologies - based on the needs of 

both our customers and our environment. 

The Technical University of Graz has calculated the ecological and 

CO2 footprint of Grapos beverages and technology: We were confi-

dent that we would perform well. But in fact, we did great!

A CONVINCING COMPARISON

Our ecological footprint is 90% smaller than that of a drink in a portioned bottle.  

Even when comparing our products with a beverage in a returnable glass bottle with  

a life cycle of 50 reuses, the CO2 footprint of a Grapos beverage is still 90% smaller.

WHY IS THE GRAPOS SYSTEM SO SUCCESSFUL? 

In addition to the most modern production methods and filling systems, the transportation 

from the manufacturing site to our clients plays a major role. Grapos only transports the 
pure syrup in lightweight and 100% recyclable Bag-in-Boxes. Fresh water is added 
to the beverages only at the moment of dispensary. 
That means that Grapos drinks have a much smaller volume and weight compared to  

returnable bottles: you can therefore fit far more product in a smaller space as the weight of 

the water and the weight of the bottles and crates are eliminated during transportation.

ECO-FRIENDLY   
SERVICE 

We focus on sustainability and climate protection

LESS CO2 EMISSION

ENERGYSAVINGS

ALSO, WHEN DRINKING GRAPOS YOU REDUCE YOUR OWN ECO FOOTPRINT

With Grapos, every venue saves up to 44% CO2  and about 40% on energy 

during beverage cooling. Because we package our syrup in a vacuum-sealed package the 

shelf life of our products is extended and refrigerated warehouses and cooling stations are 

no longer required. With a Grapos dispensing system, the beverages are cooled during the 

dispensing process inside the tapping station.

YOUR PERSONAL CLIMATE CERTIFICATE 

Every business working with the climate-friendly Grapos concept is encouraged to  

communicate to their guests that they are actively contributing to protect the environment 

with each sip. We supply a custom certificate for your own use, in which we calculate how 

much CO2 emissions your business is saving with the Grapos system. This is good for the 

image of your business and for sales - but above all for our planet.

After the Grapos Bag-in-Boxes  
are empty they are 100% recyclable.

Returnable Bottles  
have to be transported back  
and cleaned using a lot  
of recurces like water. 

N
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im Jahr

2018
mindestens 

32,88 to*  

CO2 EMISSIONEN 

EINGESPART.
KlimafOrsCher haben erreChnet, dass 

1 tOnne CO2 Ca 3 m
2 arKtisChes eis sChmelZen lässt. 

das bedeutet, dass die firma bOOKinG.COm

allein im Jahr 2018 

unGefähr 98,64 m
2 

eWiGes eis Gerettet hat 

indem sie GraPOs GetränKe 

ausGesChenKt hat.

Wir gratulieren herzlich.  

Wolfgang Zmugg

CEO Grapos

Das Unternehmen

hat durch den Ausschank von 

NACHHALTIGEN 

GRAPOS-GETRÄNKEN

*Diese Zahlen beziehen sich 

nur auf die Produktions- und Lieferkette 

der Grapos-Getränke. 

Die Ersparnis von Kühlenergie 

KANN DAS ERGEBNIS NOCH 

WEITER VERBESSERN.

90% LESS CO2 emissio
n

40% ENERGY savings

ECO-FRIENDLY   

SERVICE 

We care about the environment and  

focus on sustainability  

and serve GRAPOS-drinks. 

Ihr 

LOGO
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POST - MIX
THE MOST EFFECTIVE  
BEVERAGE SYSTEM IN THE WORLD

MIXED AND COOLED ONLY WHEN DISPENSED  
AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON. THAT IS  EFFICIENCY.
Bottles, empty containers, and a full warehouse are things of the past.  

Environmentally friendly distribution with a small footprint and extreme  

energy savings - that's the future

THE ADVANTAGES 

AN UNMATCHED VARIETY OF TASTE adapted to your needs and  

dispensing system. Many flavors are additionally available in certified  

organic quality or in vegan options

BEST PRODUCT QUALITY, ICE COLD and always FRESH

Enjoy the perfect soft drink - our Schankomat technology  

guarantees the highest quality.

100% ALLERGEN FREE and ABSOLUTELY PURE

No change in color or flavor even after long storage times.

SUSTAINABILITY IN A GLASS

The ecological footprint is around 90% smaller  

than that of a bottled beverage.

ECONOMICAL AND EFFECTIVE

No use of bottles, cans, or bulky plastic containers in 

any phase of the production and delivery process.

OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE IS UNMATCHED

Wherever and whenever you are operating your venue,  

we are ready to assist - even outside standard office hours.  

Please contact us for further information.
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Softdrinks exclusively for  
GASTRONOMY

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 1L 
AufdruckFarbe WEISS deckend Breite = 40mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 05L 
Aufdruck Farbe WEISS deckend Breite = 35mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 0,25L 
Aufdruck Farbe WEISS deckendBreite = 30mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_PURITY_P1805_11022019

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 1L Aufdruck
Farbe WEISS deckend 

Breite = 40mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 
05L Aufdruck 

Farbe WEISS deckend 
Breite = 35mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 
0,25L Aufdruck 

Farbe WEISS deckend
Breite = 30mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_PURITY_P1805_11022019

BEVERAGES|TECHNOLOGY|SERVICE
BAG-IN-BOX EUROPES MOST UNIQUE PACKAGING SYSTEM  
FOR POST-MIX SYRUP

THE ADVANTAGES OF
OUR BAG-IN-BOX SYSTEM 

EASY TO CONNECT and refill

VARYING PACKAGING SIZES 

allows even small companies to have a wide selection  

of flavors and styles

MAXIMUM STORAGE - our Bag-in-Boxes are true SPACE SAVERS

Compact, rectangular, and easy to stack. With our tapping system, water is  

added to the syrup right at the moment of dispensary. That means your drinks  

are always crisp and you save more than 80% of your valuable storage space. 

Inexpensive "WATER PRODUCTION" and MINERALISATION

EXTREMELY EFFICIENT

A 10kg Bag-in-Box will yield approximately 65 liters of FINISHED BEVERAGE PRODUCT.

ECO-FRIENDLY

Both the carton and the inner bag are recyclable.

A VARIETY OF  
PACKAGING POSSIBILITIES  

which adapts perfectly to the needs  
of your business and your guests:  

glasses, carafes, and biodegradable  
to-go containers 
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CARBONATED

COLA CLASSIC
COLA LIGHT

COLA MIX
COLA SUGAR ZERO

LEMON
ORANGE

CLEAR LEMON
ALPINE HERBS
ELDERFLOWER

RASPBERRY
SKIING SPEZIAL

WOODRUFF
TONIC WATER
BITTER LEMON

GINGER ALE

ENERGY DRINKS
redberry

COntiGer

EXCLUSIVLEY FOR GASTRONOMY
BEVERAGES | TECHNOLOGY | SERVICE
We design and install complete solutions for dispensing and controlling.  

From a single source and factory, our company produces everything,  

from the post-mix syrups in eco-friendly bag-in-boxes to our  

signature Schankomat computer dispansing system.

A HOLISTIC  
DISPENSING SYSTEM

[2 ]

[3 ]

[4 ]

[1 ]

[5 ]

[9 ] [6 ] [7 ]

NEW
IN FIVE 
COLORS

TOP COUNTER 
SCHANKOMAT X5 

This unit offers 5 post-mixing taps.
Cooling is integrated. 

The stainless steel body is  
powder-coated and can  

be adapted to every ambience.

[6]

CARBONATOR
SCHANKOMAT C5

This circulation carbonator  
provides an extra boost of tap power.

[5]

TOP COUNTER 
SCHANKOMAT X6T 

A state-of-the-art device with a modern design 
and compact dimension. With either 5 or 6  

post-mix taps and the capability for  
still and soda water delivery.

The integrated dry cooler
guarantees consistent dispensing  

and fast deployment. 

[2]

CARBONATOR  
SCHANKOMAT  C1

For normal dispensing volume and  
a single dispensing head.

[4]

CARBONATOR   
SCHANKOMAT  C3

For high dispensing volumes and
a maximum of 2 dispensing heads.

[3]

 DISPENSING SYSTEM
GRAPOS T

The new dispenser Grapos Model T 
combines new design with proven technology.
Equipped with 6, 8, 10 or 12 post-mixing taps,  
the unit offers a wide variety of products with  

guaranteed Grapos quality. 

[1]

POST-MIX-PISTOL  
WITH TOP COUNTER MOUNT

Pistol with valve block
Pistol in Grapos mounting system.

[8]

OBERTHEKENGERÄT 
SCHANKOMAT X6T TWIST

This charming, American vintage style 
model scores with a user-friendly design 

paired with efficient technology: 
Equipped with 6 or 12 post-mix taps  

for still and sparkling beverages.

[10]

TOP COUNTER 
SCHANKOMAT X8

This device is powerful and efficient.
It offers up to 8 differnt Post-mixing taps,  

which can also be used for still or soda water. 
Each tap can be replaced by  

a pre-mix tap (i.e. for beer). Integrated cooling
guarantees excellent tapping results. 

Also available with TOUCH MODULES.

[7]

SCHANKOMAT
SPECIALITY MODEL

Proven technology combining  
design and efficiency.

Modern touch modules with 2 integrated beer taps 
guarantee the perfect dispensing performance..

[9]
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GRAPOS POST-MIX BEVERAGES
 .. .THIS IS  HOW SWEET L IFE TASTES! 
ALWAYS FRESH,  ICE COLD & REFRESHING

 
CARBONATED

COLA CLASSIC
COLA LIGHT

COLA MIX
COLA SUGAR ZERO

LEMON
ORANGE

CLEAR LEMON
ALPINE HERBS
ELDERFLOWER

RASPBERRY
SKIING SPEZIAL

WOODRUFF
TONIC WATER
BITTER LEMON

GINGER ALE

ENERGY DRINKS
redberry

COntiGer

MINERALIZED WATER
GraPOs-QUELL SPARKLING 
GraPOs-QUELL STILL

FRUITY-FRESH,  
ICE COLD AND  
NON CARBONATED

ICE TEA PEACH
ICE TEA LEMON
GREEN TEA INDIAN FIG
GREEN TEA

Grapi ORANGE
Grapi ACE MULTIVITAMIN
Grapi ACE LIGHT
Grapi APRICOT
Grapi APPLE
Grapi APPLE ”CLOUDY“
Grapi PINEAPPLE
Grapi BLACK CURRANT
Grapi RED GRAPE
Grapi CRANBERRY
Grapi PASSION FRUIT
Grapi CHERRY
Grapi GRAPEFRUIT
Grapi RHUBARB 
Grapi LYCHEE

CARBONATOR  
SCHANKOMAT  C1

For normal dispensing volume and  
a single dispensing head.



[1 ]

[2]
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[4]

[3]

[4]

GRAPISUN–TECHNOLOGY + JUICE-BAR

EXCLUSIVELY FOR HOTELS, BREAKFAST BUFFETS,  
OFFICES, AND CONFERENCES
To make your first drink in the morning perfect, we place the  

highest priority on the GrapiSun dispensing technology and  

products. These state-of-the-art product lines offer a tailored  

solution for your buffet, catering, and office. And, to make things 

as convenient as possible for you, all devices come with an integ-

rated cleaning function. 

P R E M I U M
BUFFET DISPENSER  

COMPACT MODEL  S41

The Schankomat S41 is created for dispensing  
four GrapiSun products along with water.  

This premium dispenser provides plenty of integrated storage 
space for 4 Bag-In-Boxes (10kg each)  

and offers an automated time switch and cleaning.

* * * * *P R E M I U M
BUFFET DISPENSER 

COMPACT MODEL S21

The Schankomat S21 is created for  
dispensing two GrapiSun products along with water.  
This premium dispenser provides plenty of integrated 

storage space for 2 Bag-In-Boxes (10kg each)  
and offers an automated time switch and cleaning.

[3]

BUFFET EQUIPMENT  
SCHANKOMAT S4 / TANK

Thanks to this unique option of a portable water 
tank, the Schankomat S4 becomes a location inde-
pendent dispensing unit for your breakfast counter or 

conference buffet. Just plug it in and tap!

[1]

BUFFET DEVICE  
SCHANKOMAT S4 

In addition to the advantages of the  
system-typical GrapiSun technology, it offers 

3 bag-in-boxes (3 kg) stored within the device. 
Integrated cleaning function and shutdown 

mode are the highlights of this device.

[2]

* * * * *



In love with life.
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 9 RICH IN VITAMINS

     9 LOW IN CALORIES

 9 SUGAR FREE

   9 EASY HANDLING

9 BAG-IN-BOX SYSTEM

FOR A  
VITAMIN-PACKED 
START IN THE DAY
LOW IN CALORIES AND SUGAR FREE

Vitamin C• Vitamin B3 • Vitamin B5 • Vitamin B6 • Vitamin B1 
Vitamin H • Vitamin B12 • Vitamin E • Vitamin A 

8 FLAVORS - 
FOR EVERY TASTE

APPLE
PEACH CARROT

ORANGE
PINEAPPLE

ACE - MULTIVITAMIN
MIXED BERRIES
CLOUDY APPLE

CRANBERRY
ICE-COLD NATURAL WATER

* * * * *

P R E M I U M
G R A P I S U N

 
WITH A RATIO OF 50% JUICE 

Only available for  
the premium compact models  

S21 and S41 
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[5 ]

[6 ]

 DISPENSER
SCHANKOMAT VITOP 11 S

A sophisticated design bar for 11 different  
GrapiVit premium products. On request: 

portioned dispensing and connectivity to coin 
validator or chip card system.  

The supply is provided by an externally moun-
ted cooling unit. Each drink can be prepared  
”CARBONATED“ or ”NON-CARBONATED“

[2]
 DISPENSER

SCHANKOMAT VITOP 9 

Design bar for 9 GrapiVit premium products.
The supply is provided by an externally mounted 

cooling unit. Additionally, taps can dispense 
carbonated water. Available with portioned  
dispeners and connectivity to coin validator  

or chip card system.

[1]

 SCHANKOMAT  
DISPENSING TOWER 

VITOP 4 / 6 / 8

The GrapiVit single tower columns can 
be installed in any number.  

Sophisticated design for GrapiVit  
premium products. Optional column 

with carbonized water.  
Chromium-nickel steel tops with  

drip tray are available as 4, 6 and
8 column systems.

[3]

SCHANKOMAT  
DESIGN-ZAPFTOWER  

VITOP 7

The Vitop7 multi-tap tower is  
designed to perfectly fit into every  
fitness environment. Up to 7 taps 
offer a variety of products - all of 

which can be tapped  
still or sparkling.

[6]

The Grapi-Vit dispensing technology by Schankomat offers endless possibilities to 

tailor the system to your specific needs and requirements. Of course all systems 

can also be combined with cash register and card payment systems.

TECHNOLOGY AND CONCENTRATES 
ALL FROM ONE SOURCE 

 SCHANKOMAT 
DISPENSER V7

The 7-line GrapiVit "Schankomat V7" 
offers for the first time the possibility 
that the GrapiVit products can be 

dispensed both ”CARBONATED“ as 
well as  ”NON-CARBONATED“ 

[4]

 SCHANKOMAT 
DISPENSER  V5S 

The 5-line GrapiVit "Schankomat V5S" 
offers for the first time the possibility 
that the GrapiVit products can be 

dispensed both ”CARBONATED“ as 
well as  ”NON-CARBONATED“ 

[5]

ALL BEVERAGES
 carbonated & 
non-carbonated

N E W



FUNCTIONAL  DRINKS
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VITAMIN WATER
enriched with high-quality 
minerals & VITAMINS

V I TA M I N S

L-CARNITINE
DIFFERENT FLAVORS  
FOR MORE VARIETY

PEACH-CARROT
LEMON
CHERRY

PINEAPPLE
RED BERRY

ELDERFLOWER
GRAPEFRUIT

ACE MULTIVITAMIN
WOODRUFF

ICE TEA PEACH
APPLE

FIG
STRAWBERRY-RHUBARB

CRANBERRY
MANGO-PASSION FRUIT

GREENTEA-PASSION FRUIT
PEAR-WATERMELON

BLOOD ORANGE
COCONUT ALMOND

EXCLUSIVELY FOR FITNESS  
AND WELLNESS AREAS
These delicious and refreshing flavors  

contain a special mixture of vitamins  

and L-carnitine.

The high - quality GRAPIVIT - CONCENTRATES 

are delivered in bag-in-boxes of 10 kg. 

Simply connect and tap!

THE REFRESHMENT BONUS
ESPECIALLY FOR THE FITNESS & WELLNESS AREA

               9PLUS VITAMINS & L-CARNITINE

               9NO SUGAR ADDED

         9FREE OF ASPARTAME

           9ALWAYS FRESH, COOL 

           9 WITHOUT ANY  

         ARTIFICIAL COLORS 

     9EASY AND CLEAN HANDLING   

    9BAG-IN-BOX SYSTEM
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FINEST BAR SYRUP

SCHANKOMAT TOUCH-LINIE
COCKTAILER

Stylish and compact
 

Portions and registered spirits, 
bar syrups, Post-mix syrups,

non-carbonated and soda water

Optional staff control  
or computerized

Storage of spirits in  
refillable 9 Liter  

stainless steel containers

HAPPY HOUR–DISPENSING SYSTEM
& SIR GRAPELLI´S FINEST BARSYRUPS

FOR YOU AND YOUR TEAM
For a perfect cocktail you need high quality  

ingridients and the right mixing ratio.

Two innovations guarantee top quality, 

low stress, night in and night out:

SIR GRAPELLI'S FINEST BAR SYRUPS

AND THE SCHANKOMAT COCKTAILER.

With SIR GRAPELLIS FINEST BAR SYRUPS 

Grapos offers an additional selection of  

7 high quality flavors delivered in our  

signature Bag-in-Box.

s i r G r A P E L L i ‘ s
f i n E s t B A r s y r u P s

STRAWBERRY
GRENADINE

BANANA
LIME

BLUE CURAÇAO
ALMOND

COCONUT
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ICETEAICETEAICETEA
PPPPeacheacheacheach

THE MOST  
POPULAR LEMONADES,  

SUSTAINABLE AND ORGANIC 

All six organic flavors are post-mix syrups  
in sustainable Bag-in-Boxes,  

5kg each, and available for most  
Schankomat dispensing-systems.  

Customized brand set-ups are available,  
promoting your service of exclusively  

organic products from afar.

90 % 
SMALLER

ECOLOGICAL  
FOOTPRINT

THAN BOTTLED DRINKS

THE  

POST-MIX  

AND  

THE SUSTAINABILITY 

INNOVATION 

ORGANIC100%

fREE of ALLERGENS

SuSTAINAbLE

90 % 
SMALLER  

C02- FOOTPRINT
THAN COMPARABLE  BOTTLED DRINKS



[1]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[2]

[4]

[3]
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ZEITGEIST
FROM THE DISPENSER

THE SUSTAINABLE SELF-SERVICE CONCEPT 

SELF-SERVICE
The unique mise-en-place of herbs and fruits allows 
your guests to personalize their own drink. Offers the 
luxury of home-made beverages while you're on the go.

LAVISH YOUR GUESTS
Take it to the next level and treat your guests  
with a full service station run by your employees.
With minimal effort, you can generate a high selling 
product that will pay for itself. 

For the gastronomer who wants  
to provide an out of the ordinary choice  
to their patrons. 
Offer your guests more than just a drink! Design your own  
beverage as you wish - a unique feature your customers will love

SCHANKOMAT  
BROOKLYN - VITAMIN BAR 

Offers a capacity of 8 Brooklyn beverages, all of which can be tapped still and 
sparkling. The well-designed base provides plenty of space for the most important 
components of the Brooklyn system [1-4]. Our Brooklyn favorites are fresh  
ingredients: lemon and lime slices, mint leaves, cucumber slices - add anything else 
your guests might like for their personalized homemade-style lemonade.

SCHANKOMAT  
BROOKLYN - OTK 

Stand-alone unit with integrated cooling

SCHANKOMAT  
BROOKLYN - COLUMN 

Extension to the existing dispensing system

THE VOLCANIC  
MARBLE BEDDING 

The unique design of the  
Brooklyn Bar. We also offer  

a wide selection off  
different wood and stone veneers

HERBS 
Presented in a beautiful and  

practical stainless steel bracket

FRUIT+ VEGETABLES 
Displayed in decorative glass jars  

with removable lids

SOME LIKE IT  
SPARKLING

Technology for dispensing carbonated 
and non-carbonated beverages

[4]

[1]

[3]

[2]

SCHANKOMAT   
BROOKLYN X8 

powerful and efficient -  
just like the original :) :-)
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WITH OUR SELF-SERVICE CONCEPT
”BROOKLYN - 
HOMEMADE STYLE“ 
OF GRAPOS 
YOUR PREMIUM QUALITY DRINKS

  11 different flavors
  Mixing of beverages in any ratio possible
  Vitamin water for the additional energy kick  
  Each drink at the push of a button sparkling or still
  Cool vintage-style Brooklyn glasses
  Organic drinks (where ecologically & economically sensible)  
  Less sweetener - more natural flavor 
  Free of allergens 
  Vegan

SUSTAINABILITY
IN THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES

OUR MOTTO: 
SUSTAINABILI

TY
save money + energ

y 

with the ecologically 

small CO2 footprint  

of the Grapos syrups

or

THE BROOKLYN  
GLASS TO GO 

with a screw top for smart  
and ecofriendly travelers

Grapefruit slices + mint leaves  
refreshment guaranteed ... 

Orange slices, lemon balm 
and ice cubes -› mmh

In summer with a thyme branch,  
in winter with a cinnamon stick ...  

Garnish with cherry halves and herbs :-) 

lemon slices, mint + ice -› that's it 

WATERMELON 
Watermelon slices, lemon balm  

and ice cubes  -› mmh
 

ELDERFLOWER 

RHUBARB 

GREEN TEA 
INDIAN FIG 

VITAMIN WATER 

ORGANIC ORANGE 

ORGANIC APPLE 

ORGANIC CHERRY 

STRAWBERRY  
mint and ice cubes -› that's it

DESIGN YOUR DRINK

Your gue
st’s taste

  

buds will cheer
  

when they
 enjoy  

their ow
n 

creation
s.

 

AND
 PLASTIC

  

GRAPOS 
REDUCES BOTTLE

TRANSPO
RT 

... AND THINKS

GREEN. 

ARONIA-BEERY 

Vintage star from grandma's garden  
... slightly sour-sweet

Herbal and fruity ... wonderfully different 

 die Trend-Beere begeistert durch  
säuerlich-herben Geschmack ...

Enriched with vitamins  
B3, B5, B6, B1, B7, B12 and a taste  

like water :-)

FANTAST
IC! 



ORGANIC100%
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9   100% ORGANIC JUICE
9   VEGAN
9   FREE OF ALLERGENS
 LESS
9 SPACE
 LESS
9 COOLING
 PERFECT
9 LOGISTIK

90% SMALLER
ECOLOGICAL
FOOTPRINT 

stylish  
and compact

customizable design

as standalone unit  
or integrated into a bar

TECHNOLOGY THAT EXCITES
Highest product quality demands perfect  

technical solutions - we offer ideal set-ups for 

breakfast and seminar buffets.

Amaze your guests with our unique Brook-

lyn juices. We combine organic quality with 

sustainable tapping dispensary by the glass - 

100% fresh and fruity, organic, vegan, and also 

allergen-free! 

These products include only the essentials - 
no additives or preservatives.

BROOKLYN ORGANIC 
AND VITAMIN BAR

 - 4 tap dispenser  
 - fruit and herb jars 
 - space for 3 Bag-in-Boxes
 - available in alternate design  
   option with glass shelves 
 - Plug and play: You need a  
  power line and a water line. 

 

CERTIFIED ORGANIC JUICES  
IN PREMIUM QUALITY
  4 different flavors

  custom mixing of beverages  

 in any desired ratio

  vitamin water for the 

 additional energy kick  

  each drink at the touch of a button 

  cool vintage-style Brooklyn glasses

  100% organic drinks rich in taste 

   free of allergens 

  vegan

. 4 x BROOKLYN  

 100% organic juice:

- - - -
APPLE

APPLE - SOURCHERRY

APPLE - CARROT 

ORANGE - APPLE

- - - - 

. without additives 
 or preservatives

. always chilled

. low storage volume

. clean and hygienic tapping

. stylish and 
modern design

. consistent quality
. integrated cleaning 

technology

HOMEMADE STYLE"

BREAKFAST
BY GRAPOS

INTEGRATED COOLING,  

WATER FILTER, AND  

CLEANING FUNCTIONS 

THE BROOKLYN  
100% ORGANIC JUICE CONCEPT 

COMBINES PREMIUM QUALITY PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
WITH ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS

SUSTAINABILITY
STARTS  
AT BREAKFAST

Do you want to 
offer your guests  
100% organic  
beverages, be
environmentally  
friendly, and lower  
the ecological 
footprint of  
your business,  
all at once?

FREE OF ALLERGENS 

SUSTAINABLE  
100% VEGAN

ve
g

a
n

 - 
fr

ee
 of allergens - sustain

a
ble

A STYLISH EYECATCHER
for your breakfast buffet. Fresh and cool 
breakfast juices will make your palate 
swoon, clean and easy to tap -  
that's a nice morning!
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SCHANKOMAT  
BROOKLYN  
SUN BAR

A stand-alone device  
with integrated cooling  
and cleaning function. 

This option offers 6 taps  
for GRAPI Sun Breakfast  

Beverages plus an extra tap  
for fresh water.  

with the ecologically 
small co2 footprint  

of the Grapos products 

SUSTAINABILITY
save money + energy

     
EYE-CATCHING  
ENGENEERING
INNOVATION THROUGH TRADITION
The highest quality requires a perfect technical  

solution. We are always at the forefront of the industry 

and are striving to create technical innovations.  

Combining design, engineering, and user friendly 

operation is the most important to us.

When your guests are happy, our team is 

happy. We cater to nearly every unique 

design request and love a good challenge.

The Brooklyn dispensing  

systems are an asset  

for every environment,  

from elegant to rustic.

BROOKLY
N 

TRICYCLE

ORGANIC  
SYRUP PUMP

Either for self-service  
operations or as a stylish addition  

to your dispensing equipment.  
No need for  

electricity or plumbing -  
SIMPLY PLACE IT  

AND START PUMPING
 
  

BROOKLYN 
CART  

"TRAILER"

TURBO – DISPENSER 

Individuality is the key. We offer the option to adapt 
our devices to your individual ambiance. For example 
our Schankomat S4 Tourbine design as shown above 
was especially designed for an airport restaurant.

SCHANKOM
AT 

BROOKL
YN  

SUN - S2
1

Watertanks 
and  

Bag-in-Box
es with syrup 

are stored under  

the counte
r.

 

DESIGN  
YOUR  

DRINK- 
STATION

A space saving
,  

3-tap dispens
er with 

integrated sh
elving

PREMIUM 

QUALITY   

FOR

 INDI- 
VIDUAL- 
ISTS!

BROOKLYN
TRICYCLE AND

CART "TRAILER"

As an eye catcher in your 

lobby, breakfast area,  

or for mobile catering  

or street food events

For gastronomers, who want  
to offer their guests  
exceptional products

Customize your drinks as you want -  
a perk your guests will love
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WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 1L 
AufdruckFarbe WEISS deckend Breite = 40mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 05L 
Aufdruck Farbe WEISS deckend Breite = 35mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 0,25L 
Aufdruck Farbe WEISS deckendBreite = 30mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_PURITY_P1805_11022019

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 1L Aufdruck
Farbe WEISS deckend 

Breite = 40mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 
05L Aufdruck 

Farbe WEISS deckend 
Breite = 35mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_Purity 
0,25L Aufdruck 

Farbe WEISS deckend
Breite = 30mm

WM_GR_Karaffe_PURITY_P1805_11022019

GV & KANTINEN
KONZEPT

SUSTAINABLE AND PROFESSIONAL
WELL DEVELOPED SYSTEMS PERFECTLY ATTUNED  
TO YOUR INDUVIDUAL AF - DISPENSING SYSTEM 

We offer the latest technology and an exclusive beverage palette.
Vegan options - also available in organic quality - perfect logistics -
low storage requirements and cooling costs support your business -  

whether in GASTRONOMY, CANTEENS, at the STREETFOOD MARKET  
or at the BREAKFAST and SEMINAR BUFFET. 
We at Grapos always find the perfect solution  

for your business and your guests.

INNOVATIVE | EFFICIENT | SUSTAINABLE

4-CONCEPTS
GRAPOS SOFTDRINKS - FRESHLY TAPPED

9  VEGAN
9  ALLERGEN-FREE 
9  ORGANIC OPTIONS

9  REFILLABLE
9  PORTIONABLE
9  TOKENS / JETONS
9  MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
9  SELF-SERVICE AREAS
 

90% SMALLER  
ECOLOGICAL  
FOOTPRINT
GOOD FOR  
THE ENVIRONMENT  
AND YOUR  
SUSTAINABILITY  
REPORT

CONCEPT FOR  
CATERING &  
CANTEENS

CONCEPT FOR
GASTRONOMY

9INNOVATIVE

 IDEAS FOR 

 PROFESSIONALS

CONTAINER OPTIONS:
different glasses and carafs, 

Brooklyn-jars with lids, 
to-go cups, and many more

CONCEPT FOR
HOTELS

CONCEPT FOR  
STEET  
VENDORS

90% SMALLER  
ECOLOGICAL  
   FOOTPRINT

NO
PLASTIC 
BOTTLES

NO
BOTTLE  
TRANSPORT

LOW
COOLING 
EFFORTS

SMALL
STORAGE  
REQUIREMENTS



SMALLER  

ecological footprint
 

than bottled drinks

 
 GARNISH TRAYS

decorative fruit and  herbs to pick and choose 

elegant, modern,  

or rustic - the Brooklyn  

dispensing unit will enrich  

your ambiance
combinable 
with GrapiSun 
product range

INTEGRATED  

COOLING UNIT

drinks are dispen
sed fresh 

and cool from the tap 

OFFER SOMETHING 
SPECIAL TO  
YOUR GUESTS

using a profitable  
and styling product
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Different DISPENSING UNITS with sophisticated tapping, cooling, and cleaning technology which 
can be combined with your internal accounting system. 

User-friendly SELF-TAP DEVICES and easy handling with a coherent TOUCH DISPLAY option.
Refill capability on request. Also available with integrated prepaid  

card or token/chip handling.
GET IN TOUCH WITH US - WE ARE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU

 

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

highest product quality hand-in-hand  
with individually adaptable technical solutions

MOBIL & STYLISH
VARIOUS POSSIBILITIES - FROM CATE-
RING TO EVENT GASTRONOMY

Innovative technical solutions for every 
event. From film convoys to food trucks.

With more than 100 different syrup options 
- from organic juices to the classic Coke and 
vegan lemonades - every guest can find  
their favorite drink.
NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE - with our  
SPACE AND ENERGY SAVING MOBILE 
TAPPING TECHNOLOGY and sophisticated 
logistics system.

TAKE 2 WORK
SELF-TAPPED FROM
THE CAFETERIA TO THE WORKPLACE

Efficient and tailored beverage concepts  
are taking the center stage. 

A VARIETY of STILL and SPARKLING drinks, 
ALLERGEN-FREE, if desired WITHOUT  
ADDED SUGAR can be tapped on your  
own and filled in different containers for the 
table and the workplace.
Always sustainable with our certified small 
ecological footprint - good for your image 
and your CO2 balance.

GASTRO CONCEPT
FOR RESTAURANTS | CAFES | BAKERIES
AS UNIQUE AS YOUR BUSINESS

We developed the right dispensing technology 
for every venue, scope and design.
From stand-alone units to linked systems, 
every kind of dispensing system is possible.

We provide a unique package for your  
success: Syrup, Service and Dispensing 
Technology. At the same time we focus 
on sustainability, without sacrificing flavor 
selections.

BREAKFAST & SEMINARS
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR BREAKFAST 
BUFFETS AND SEMINAR AREAS 

Varying product lines with either organic  
breakfast drinks or 100% pure bio juices, 
freshly tapped from a stylish dispensing unit.

Free of allergens, most drinks are vegan and 
always chilled.
The dispensers fit into any setting and can also 
be supplied with an integrated water tank. 
Because the CO2 footprint is 90% smaller than 
any conventionally bottled drink this system is 
perfect for "Green Meeting" concepts.

9  VEGAN
9  ALLERGEN-FREE 
9  ORGANIC OPTIONS

9  REFILLABLE
9  PORTIONABLE
9  TOKENS / JETONS
9  MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
9  SELF-SERVICE AREAS
 

90% SMALLER  
ECOLOGICAL  
FOOTPRINT
GOOD FOR  
THE ENVIRONMENT  
AND YOUR  
SUSTAINABILITY  
REPORT



 DRINKS DRINKSSMART
SMART

X8X8-EVENT-EVENT

Jackpot !Jackpot !
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 DRINKS DRINKSSMART
SMART

X8X8-EVENT-EVENT

· ·
· ·

IN
N

O V A T I O N  W I T H  S T Y L E· · · ·

OPEN DISPENSING SYSTEM 
SCHANKOMAT - SLOTMASCHINE

This dispenser is powerful and effective.  
With 5 post-mix taps for carbonated or still 
water this device impresses with its slim shape  
and adaptable design.  Integrated cooling 
always guarantees FRESH DRINKS. 
 

[1] This unique refill system in a smartphone design is  
based on the latest post-mix technology. Instead of bottles, 
the drinks are delivered as concentrates in bag-in-boxes of 
10 kg each and are mixed directly with water and soda 

inside the machine during the tapping process.
 

14 DIFFERENT FLAVORS.
(Including carbonated and non-carbonated water)

GLASSES, MUGS OR BOTTLES. 

CAPACITY: 720 to 780 LITERS OF PREPARED DRINKS.

THAT IS MORE THAN 3,000 SERVINGS

[2]

STAND- ALONE 
SELF-SERVICE DISPENSER 

SCHANKOMAT - SMART DRINKS

STAND - ALONE 
SELF-SERVICE DISPENSER 
SCHANKOMAT - SMART

This unique refill station effortlessly combines  
design, technology, and user-friendly handling. 
The touch-display guides the customer through  
an easy dispensing process. Up to 8 base products 
can be dispensed pure or mixed - the result is an wide 
variety of flavors. Additional card readers, fingerprint, 
or transponders possible.

[3]



 DRINKS DRINKSSMART
SMART

X8X8-EVENT-EVENT

Jackpot !Jackpot !
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cool  enjoyment NON-CARBONATED 

 DRINKS DRINKSSMART
SMART

X8X8-EVENT-EVENT
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sparkling  
refreshment

 
CARBONATED 

SOFTDRINKS 

AS EASY AS

①  UNPACK THE UNIT

②  ELEVATE THE SYSTEM

③  CONNECT WATER AND  

 SYRUP - SYSTEM IS READY  

       TO SERVE DRINKS AT  

   THE  PUSH OF A BUTTON!

1-2 - 3

[4 ]

FIRST MOBILE 
OPEN DISPENSER 

SCHANKOMAT X8 EVENT

The proven Schankomat dispensing technology adapted 
for the requirements of the catering industry. Wherever your 

guests are, our Schankomat X8 Event is at your service. 
The MOBILE COMPACT system with  

8 taps can connect up to eight individual 10kg boxes.
Your guests will be supplied 

with a wide range of drinks at every event.

[4]

STAND - ALONE 
SELF-SERVICE DISPENSER 
SCHANKOMAT - SMART

This unique refill station effortlessly combines  
design, technology, and user-friendly handling. 
The touch-display guides the customer through  
an easy dispensing process. Up to 8 base products 
can be dispensed pure or mixed - the result is an wide 
variety of flavors. Additional card readers, fingerprint, 
or transponders possible.
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SCHANKOMAT
GRAVITA

The 2-line high-performance dispenser with  
secure click-in brackets for bottles or carafes,  

allows for simultaneous filtering and cooling of water  
and enriches with precious minerals

FROM THE TAP TO THE TABLE
The highest quality water prepared with the push of a button.  

Mineralise your tap water STILL or SPARKLING 

The GraVita dispenser offers a unique tap system which can be  

adjusted in size and shape to fit your specific spatial constraints.

T H E  M I N E R A L I S E D  W A T E R

Serie DORICA (750,500,250 ml)
www.etivera.com 

BOTTLE LABELS 

 by Grapos

Our graphics team  

is ready to assist you!

Serie VIVA (350,500,700 ml)
www.etivera.com 
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TECHNOLOGY FOR TIGERS

[3 ]

WE SUPPORT YOUR SALES 
WITH THE COOL TIGER LOOK

From hip products for counter placement to stylish appearal and giant wall paper: 

Our Contiger merchandise is the ultimate revenue boost for your venue.

CONTIGER
ROCKET

With this rocket the whole table  
takes off - it has capacity for  
6 cans of contiger, ice cubes  

and a bottle of spirits.

[3]

SCHANKOMAT
CONTIGERCOLUMN

Mobile Energy dispenser made of transparent plastic.  
3 liters of capacity - a spectacular sight  

with its light reflecting label

[2]CONTIGER ENERGY STATION

Stand-alone device in the typical striped design of 
a CONTIGER can. The station is independent of  
the dispensing system and a great eye-catcher  

for every venue.

[1]

[1 ] [2 ][1 ] [2 ]

F I N I S H
HIGH GLOSS

F I N I S H
HIGH GLOSS

w w w . c o n t i g e r . c o m

WE HAVE  
LIFT OFF



TAB C 
WINE AND SPIRITS  

CONTROL UNIT

Registering of  
bottled wine 
 and spirits

 
SWS WEIGHING SYSTEM

Refrigerated display cabinet  
with weighing control system

 
LITTLE SMOKY

Cigarette dispenser

LEATHER LINING

Highest quality finishes  

combined with elegant design

BOTTLE LOCK 
BOTTLE

CONTROL UNIT

Registering 
of all common  

bottles

 
SPIRITMASTER

For measured spirit serving

AVANTGARDE 
DISPENSERS

State-of-the-art design  
and technology

SCHANKOMAT 
COMPUTERIZED TOUCH UNIT

Design meets technology -
user-friendly touch technology for  

the perfect dispensing process

SCHANKOMAT 
DISPENSING UNIT

There are endless possibilities 
for your individual design.

User-interface: standard buttons, 
touch surface, capacitive keys.
We tailor the dispensing unit to 

your specific needs.
Even the unit shape and look 

can be fully customized.

The Grapos brand SCHANKOMAT is a world leader in dispensing systems.

Perfect logistics and a lot of know-how are required. For example, we can combine  

up to 25 individual dispensing systems into one holistic unit to ensure a perfect  

operational process. 

Our dispensing systems adapt to your setting. Gourmet restaurant, bistro or  

disco club - we can offer you solutions and designs that will fit your personal style.

Find out more at: www.SCHANKOMAT.com

EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL

34



MORE THAN A DISPENSING SYSTEM
 

OUR COCKPIT

all devices mounted for demonstration
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WITH GRAPOS
YOU ARE ALWAYS
THE CENTER OF ATTENTION!
Our merchandizing includes:

Advertising lights  

Sunshades  

Grapos glasses

Grapos carafes

Grapos mugs

Waiter's walles  

Grapos key zips  

Image cards + posters  

Aprons

T-Shirts  

Shirts

Ask your Grapos-Pro about the more  

than 300 Grapos promotional items!
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vegan

free of allergens 

sustainable  
90 % 
SMALLER

ECOLOGICAL  
FOOTPRINT

THAN BOTTLED 
DRINKS

sustainable house
bo

ttl
in

g

SOFTDRINKS  
IN A GLASS.

SUSTAINABLE

NO 

delicious and  

flavorful  





Your partner
FOR SUSTAINABLE 
BEVERAGE DISPENSARY  
EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

BEVERAGES | TECHNOLOGY | SERVICE

classic | vegan | organic | allergen-free

More than 100 different flavors

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION  

WE TAKE CARE  
TO WHATS  

IMPORTANT 
TO US!
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